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In the Stacks Episode 135: *The Art Forger* The Art Forger - SRF The Art Forger Ba Shapiro

B. A. Shapiro is the New York Times bestselling author of The Muralist and The Art Forger, which won the New England Book Award for Fiction and
the Boston Authors Society Award for Fiction, among other honors. Her books have been selected as community reads in numerous cities and translated throughout the world.

*Amazon.com: The Art Forger: A Novel (9781616203160 ...*


*Overview of The Art Forger - B.A. Shapiro*

This review is from: The Art Forger: A Novel (Hardcover) Claire Roth is an artist that has been involved in an art work scandal and has found herself blackballed in the artistic world. She is forced into reproducing famous paintings to make a living. This career
choice gives her an opportunity to salvage her reputation when she is offered the chance to copy a stolen Degas painting.

The Art Forger by Shapiro, Barbara - Goodreads

The Art Forger: A Novel - Kindle edition by Shapiro, B. A ...
B. A. Shapiro is the New York Times bestselling author of The Muralist and The Art Forger, which won the New England Book Award for Fiction and the Boston Authors Society Award for
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Fiction, among other honors. Her books have been selected as community reads in numerous cities and translated throughout the world.

*The Art Forger: A Novel by B. A. Shapiro, Paperback* ...
Shapiro’s nimble mystery “The Art Forger” revisits this unsolved theft when, more than two decades on, one of Gardner’s paintings seems to resurface. Shapiro’s present-day heroine, Claire Roth,...

‘*The Art Forger,’ by B. A. Shapiro* - *The New York Times*
Claire's search for the truth about the painting's origins leads her into a labyrinth of deceit where secrets hidden since the late nineteenth century may be the only evidence that can now save her life. B. A. Shapiro's
razor-sharp writing and rich plot twists make The Art Forger an absorbing literary thriller that treats us to three centuries of forgers, art thieves, and obsessive collectors. It's a dazzling novel about seeing - and not seeing - the secrets that lie beneath the canvas.

The Art Forger by B A. Shapiro: Summary and reviews
The Art Forger (2012), a mystery novel by B.A. Shapiro, takes inspiration from the 1990 Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum heist, in which thieves posing as police officers infiltrated a museum, tied up the guards, and then proceeded to steal an estimated $500 million in art. This was the largest-value theft of private property in recorded history; as of the time Shapiro wrote her novel, none of the
art pieces had been recovered and no arrests had been made.

*The Art Forger Summary / SuperSummary*

New York Times bestselling author B. A. Shapiro has made the historical art thriller her own with such novels as *The Muralist* and *The Art Forger*, which *The Washington Post* praised for its “skillful balance of brisk plotting, significant emotional depth and a multi-layered narration rich with a sense of moral consequence.”

*B.A. Shapiro - The Collector's Apprentice, The Muralist ...*

Shapiro at BookExpo America in 2018

Barbara Shapiro, or B.A. Shapiro, is an American author. [1] Her initial works were published as Barbara Shapiro; two recent novels are styled
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as authored by B.A. Shapiro.

*Barbara Shapiro - Wikipedia*
the art forger by B.A. Shapiro?
RELEASE DATE: Oct. 23, 2012
A cleverly plotted art-world thriller/romance with a murky moral core.

*THE ART FORGER / Kirkus Reviews*
B.A. Shapiro is the award-wining, NYT bestselling author of THE MURALIST and THE ART FORGER, both stories of art, mystery and history with a bit of romance thrown in. She's also written five suspense novels -- THE SAFE ROOM, BLIND SPOT, SEE NO EVIL, BLAMELESS and SHATTERED ECHOES -- four screenplays and the nonfiction book, THE BIG SQUEEZE.

*B.A. Shapiro (Author of The Art Page 9/13*
B.A. Shapiro is the author of "The Art Forger," a literary thriller about the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum heist that spans three centuries of forgers, art thieves, and obsessive collectors....

An interview with B.A. Shapiro, author of 'The Art Forger' ...
B. A. Shapiro is the author of the award-winning New York Times bestseller The Art Forger and the bestseller The Muralist. She has taught sociology at Tufts University and creative writing at...

The Art Forger: A Novel - B. A. Shapiro - Google Books
An intricate shell game exploring the permutations of the craft and ethics of art, Shapiro’s novel is a lively ride,
melding Claire’s discoveries with fictionalized 19th-century letters from...

_Fiction Book Review: The Art Forger by B.A. Shapiro..._


_The Art Forger: A Novel:_

*Amazon.co.uk: B A Shapiro...*

“The Art Forger” by B.A. Shapiro. B. A. Shapiro’s new book “The Art Forger” is billed as a literary thriller. But the Boston-area author’s sixth novel offers no heart-pounding action, no breakneck...
The next book selection is The Art Forger by B.A. Shapiro, copyright 2012, 360 pages. This sixth novel by Shapiro uses the backdrop of the real life and still unsolved 1990 theft of 13 artworks from Boston’s Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum worth over
$500 million.
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